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Make the most
of uncovered
or unused
outdoor space
qw

Pubs, bars, restaurants & cafés
Wether adding sun protection to an outdoor seating area, protecting your
customers from inclement
weather or extending your
restaurant space. The addition of a weinor product
can make your customers
feel at home. Sign-writing
options also make the
products perfect for advertising.

Hotels

Shops

Education

Offer your guests a comfortable environment
that they can use around
the clock whether having
breakfast outside on a
spring morning, a drink
before dinner, or enjoying
a relaxing afternoon.
The addition of heating
or LED lighting makes
the most comfortable of
places even more usable.

The most traditional form
of shading, weather protection and advertising for
the high street. Shops use
awnings to protect from
sunlight and glare, to protect stock in the shop window – from fresh produce
to expensive furniture. The
addition of sign writing to
the valance or main cover
adds an extra message to
your customers.

From protecting young
children from dangerous
sunlight to giving them a
sheltered spot to play
outside when it is raining.
weinor outdoor living
products can make it so
much easier to enjoy the
outdoors.
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weinor Semina, the perfect heavy-duty awning for almost any kind of installation

Integrated LED lighting for long evenings on the patio
weinor LED casts an atmospheric,
warm white light for even longer
hours of enjoyment on the patio.
•	patent-pending LED spotlights
•	operating life of 30,000 hours

•	highly energy efficient
•	infinitely dimmable when used

with BiConnect radio control
•	can be used even when awning
is retracted

Tempura heating system – cosy warmth on cooler days
Pleasant, instant heat without
any pre-heating: the energyefficient Tempura infrared heater
delivers a heat output of over

1,500 watts. Very easy to operate
and dim using the weinor radio
control.

High-performance technology in the smallest of spaces

weinor Awnings –
the perfect add-on for
your establishment

Fully sheltered: inside the cassette
is the very latest in weinor awning
technology.
•	durable and very quiet weinor
LongLife arm (10-year warranty)

•	100,000 cycles in a fatigue

test – no wear and tear
•	drop-forged aluminium in
arm joint
•	torsion-resistant roller tube

weinor offers you the perfect individual, German-engineered awning for
commercial applications. 47 RAL powder coating colours plus 9 WiGa trend
colours free of charge will match your corporate colour scheme and all-round
appearance. Optional signwriting on valances and/or the main cover will get
your brand seen everywhere. The outside room you create will add further
turnover to your business immediately. A good decision either way: a weinor
solution for your commercial establishment.
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weinor
pergola awnings

PergoTex II – the folding roof combines weather protection with the enjoyment
of basking in the sun

Sturdy roof construction – wind and rain resistant
The tear-resistant PVC of the
PergoTex II is fastened to robust aluminium transoms. This combination
withstands wind strengths of up to
8 (Beaufort) – even when the folding roof is extended.

New!

•	controlled drainage of rainwater

with a minimum pitch of 8°
•	the fabric is extended with lateral
guidance – due to a robust counterbalance system

Controlled water drainage – for optimal rain protection

PergoTex II –
versatile weather protection
under a folding roof
The flexible weinor PergoTex II folding roof turns your patio into a variable environment with a Mediterranean feel. When it is open, you enjoy pure fun in the sun, as
if in an open-top car. When closed, it filters out the sunlight and provides UV protection. And as a rain roof, it even resists a downpour. Thanks to the self-supporting
design, it even readily copes with strong winds. The PVC fabric is resistant to tearing,
light and rain and can be extended and retracted to any length with the help of a motor.

When fully extended, the front
transom is located directly above
the guttering to provide controlled
water drainage.

•	transparent heavy duty PVC lip

to guide dripping water away
•	guides water neatly into the
gutter and the drain integrated
in the post
Image supplied by Awnings Scotland

Modular system –
better weather protection, even easier to use
Easy to add or even retro fit additional elements to the PergoTex II
system

•	all-glass glazing elements
•	vertical awnings such as VertiTex
•	light, heating, remote control
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Plaza Pro provides high wind stability.

Large-scale retractable fabric roof – for heavier and longer use
A professional all-rounder – the
Plaza Pro textile patio roof leaves
a positive impression with its
particularly stable, windproof
construction and its suitability for
large-scale units.

•	extensive multi-section units

are possible
•	outstanding design, winner of
the iF design award in 2011

Stable crossbeams – for wind stability, keep fabric in place

Plaza Pro –
the systematic textile patio roof
Cosy and sturdy, with modular additional elements: the weinor Plaza Pro is your
retractable textile patio roof for many commercial applications, from alfresco dining
to schools or nurseries. When there is too much sun or wind, the extendable textile
roof provides reliable protection. From a pitch of 14°, the Plaza Pro can also be used
to reliably protect against rain. It can be closed off on every side using vertical glass
elements or shades for even greater protection and comfort.

A strong crossbeam provides maximum stability between the two
posts. It makes the textile patio roof
particularly resistant to wind.

•	ideal fabric tensioning due

to inclusion of crossbeam
•	can be installed with side
awnings and vertical all-glass
elements

Sun protection with highly innovative tensioning system
There are many advantages to the
tensioning system:

•	taut fabric whatever the fabric

size or wind angle
•	stable even in side winds

Image supplied by Cooks Blinds
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Duofix – sheltered outside areas increase revenue opportunities

Free-standing, without wall or floor fixings
The weinor Duofix provides the
easiest setup ever. You can choose
different types of fixings to per-

fectly match your needs. Be it
screw-in base plates, concrete
foundations or stone baskets.

More comfort with Tempura heating system and LED lighting

Duofix –
Free-standing and eyecatching
The weinor Duofix construction provides you with a free-standing combinable
unit for weinor products. You can create your outside area underneath this unit,
which will have a direct impact on your sales. You can combine the Duofix with
the weinor Topas or Opal Design/LED awnings or with the weinor Plaza Pro
or PergoTex II textile roofs. With 47 RAL colours plus 9 WiGa trend colours and
over 200 fabrics to choose from, you will always find the perfect match for your
corporate colour scheme.

Increase the comfort factor for
your guests with the latest generation of dimmable LED lights
and infrared Tempura heating
elements. You can extend your
outdoor season for your guests.
A strong crossbeam provides
maximum stability between the

two posts. It makes the textile patio
roof particularly wind resistant.
•	ideal fabric tensioning due to
inclusion of crossbeam
•	can be installed with side awnings
and vertical all-glass elements
(on Plaza or PergoTex II versions)

With awning or textile patio roof
weinor pre-mounts all fixings for
the products before delivery.This
cuts down on the installation time
and ensures that everything

is in the right place. So, all you
have to do is choose your perfect
combination of products.
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weinor
patio roof
Glasosase®

The weinor patio roof Terrazza leaves a great impression due to its high durability
and well-engineered design

Easy to open: convenient and user-friendly
The easy-glide sliding door is
outstandingly easy to operate.
•	very user-friendly all-glass
elements

•	sliding the panels is a breeze
•	exceptionally smooth operation
•	foot-operated lock on the

inside – no need to bend over

weinor Glasoase® in combination
with Plaza Home – the ultimate solution!

Fits under any patio roof

Patio Roof & Glasoase®
The all-inclusive solution
weinor Terrazza and Glasoase® will provide you with the all-inclusive solution
for your outside area. The well-engineered glass and aluminium construction
from weinor. This modular system allows you to decide what features to show:
all-around sliding glass door elements, textile sun protection, LED light bars,
infrared heating. Your customers will love the comfort and cosiness factor
under your weinor glass roof.

Being a vertical structure, weinor’s
easy-glide all-glass sliding door fits
under virtually every patio roof as
well as numerous roof structures.

•n
 o additional costs for structural
safety adjustments
• trouble-free cleaning due to easy
access from the outside

Maximum transparency and premium weather protection
Fully unrestricted panoramic view:
•	no vertical frames between the
panels

•	significant noise reduction
•	structural safety calculations

performed by certified engineering firm
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weinor
colour ranges

Corporate colours

Visually stunning fabrics

56 frame colours as standard, over 200 available

Technical brilliance and performance

Our range of frame colours is so diverse that you will
always find a shade that harmonises with the existing
architecture: choose from more than 200 colours!

weinor provides a maximum
degre of uniformity

Choose from an abundance
of high-quality colours:

As weinor does all the powder
coating in house, you can also
rest assured that different products
come with the same top-class
colour tonality and identical gloss
level.

• 47 standard RAL frame colours,
silk gloss
• 9 scratchproof, resistant WiGa
trend colours with an elegant
textured look
• over 150 additional RAL colours
available

47 standard RAL frame colours, silk gloss

RAL 1002

Sandy yellow

RAL 1003

RAL 1014

Signal yellow

RAL 1015

Ivory

Light ivory

RAL 1023

Traffic yellow

RAL 1034

Pastel yellow

RAL 2000

Yellow orange

RAL 2002

RAL 2011

Vermilion

Deep orange

RAL 3002

Carmine red

Whether you decide on a wall-mounted folding arm awning, Plaza or
PergoTex II, or a roof or under-mounted awning to match a Terrazza
and Glasoase®. The extensive range of fabrics available from weinor
will perfectly complement the finished environment. weinor fabrics
are coated with Teflon EXTREME®, making them both water and dirt
repellant. As the colour pigments are spinneret-dyed into the basic
fibres, the fabrics maintain their brilliant colour throughout.

colours

by weinor®

RAL 3004

RAL 3007

RAL 6005

RAL 6009

Magenta red

Moss green

RAL 7039

Quartz grey

RAL 4005

Black red

Blue lilac

RAL 6011

Fir green

Reseda green

RAL 7040

weinor 7319

Window grey

RAL 4006

RAL 5005

RAL 6012

RAL 7015

Traffic purple

Black green

RAL 8001

weinor grey

Ochre brown

Signal blue

Slate grey

RAL 8003

Clay brown

RAL 5009

RAL 5014

RAL 5021

Azure blue

Pigeon blue

Water blue

RAL 7016

RAL 7021

RAL 7030

RAL 8014

RAL 8016

Anthracite grey

Sepia brown

Black grey

Mahagony
brown

RAL 5024

RAL 7032

RAL 7035

Night blue

Stone grey

RAL 8017

RAL 5022

Pebble grey

Chocolate brown

RAL 8019

Grey brown

Pastel blue

Light grey

RAL 8022

Black brown

true
colours

Acrylic fabric collection

weinor 8077
weinor dark
brown

RAL 9001
Cream

RAL 9005
Jet black

RAL 9006

RAL 9007

White aluminium Grey aluminium

RAL 9010
Pure white

Approx.
RAL 9010

WT 29/50704

Approx. RAL 6009
metallic

WT 29/60740
Chestnut 04
metallic

WT 29/70786
Sparkling iron
effect

WT 29/71289
Approx.
RAL 7016

weinor is an eco-friendly company. To ensure compliance with high environmental
standards, manufacturing processes and materials undergo regular testing by experts. As a result of the ban on the use of heavy metals in powder coatings, paint
manufacturers can no longer guarantee colour stability despite making every effort
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WeiTex® polyester fabric collection

RAL 9016

Traffic white

weinor true colours is our exquisitely
colourful acrylic fabric collection. The
fabrics are outstandingly durable and
come in radiant colours – for beautiful
patterns designed to last.

9 scratchproof, resistant trend colours with an elegant textured look

WT 29/10797

magic
colours

WT 29/80077
Approx. DB 703
metallic

WT 29/80081
Iron glimmer
effect P 7

WT 29/90146

WT 29/90147

Approx. RAL 9006 Approx. RAL 9007
metallic
metallic

to do so. It therefore cannot be excluded that colours in general, and Fire Red (RAL
3000) in particular, may fade with time. Colours may differ significantly due to the
printing process.

The hallmark of weinor magic colours
is its vibrant patterns and high-stretch
polyester which retracts to its original
smooth state in warm conditions
(weinor Memory-Effekt®).

Perluca

Soltis®

Acrylic climatic-control fabric
for vertical blinds and awnings

High-tech climatic-control fabric
for vertical blinds and awnings

weinor Perluca, the fabric collection with
breaks arranged at regular intervals,
offers airy sun protection and privacy.

The Soltis® high-tech fabric was designed
by Serge Ferrari® and its micro-pores
make it especially air-permeable.
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Use your awning
as advertising space
Large awning fabrics invite you to use them as advertising space,
weinor will help you find the perfect required match, be it your
company logo or just lettering. A high range of colourful fabrics
will help to set the right contrast.

Image supplied by Garage Door Connection

The awning hardware and valance
can be chosen in your required colour combination. A large print can
be provided on your pre-layout. You
will then receive the complete unit.

Image supplied by Radiant Blinds

If you wish you can choose from far
more than our 47 RAL colours plus 9
WiGa trend colours. To get the perfect
match for your CI, simply select the
desired colour from our range of 200
plus RAL colours for a small extra fee.

The awning hardware and valance
can be chosen in your required
colour combination. A large print
can be provided on your pre-layout. You will then receive the complete unit.
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visualisation

weinor visualisation service
an aid to decision-making

weinor 3D Designer
Product planning made easy

Give yourself peace of mind: use weinor’s visualisation service to show what
a patio roof or Glasoase® could look like on your building!
The high-quality weinor visualisation is a photorealistic image created by our
specialists. You can see how attractive your weinor product looks and that it is
exactly how you want it to turn out.
With weinor visualisation, a computer program renders 3D images of your
existing patio environment and adds a weinor product. Use weinor visualisation
to make that all-important decision to purchase your own product.
Ask your retailer about this weinor service!

More and more weinor customers are impressed by the
3D Designer. With this tool the planned Terrazza or Glasoase®
including conservatory awning, vertical shading and glass
glazing elements can be displayed three dimensionally on a
computer or tablet. As a result, an accurate impression of the
finished product can be provided at a very early stage – fully
demonstrating how it will look. Note: The previous product
configurator WeiCad is being discontinued
and will be replaced by the 3D Designer.
Visualisation – the finished impression

3D DESIGNER

3D Designer: wide range of roof shape options

The building before-hand
Example Terrazza original
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We reserve the right to make technical changes. For technical reasons, the colours may appear slightly different when printed.

Image supplied by Avalon Blinds

Quality made in Germany
High-end solutions in design and technology , premium quality and
a reliable, dedicated service – weinor is one of the most innovative
companies in the sun protection market and has been an innovative
leader for all kinds of patio systems for more than 50 years.

Patent no
EP1310609
1403442
1382770

1541776
2072709
0745742

EP0916781
EP0959195
EP0942114

0994221
1206609
1099808

weinor.com
Important:
For textile sun protection: creases occur during manu
facture and when folding the awning fabrics. This can
lead to the areas of the fold appearing darker when
seen against the light, particularly with light colours.
Folds in the hem, seam and fabric lengths occur where
there are multiple layers of the woven fabric and differ
ent rolling thicknesses on the fabric roller. The resulting

fabric tension can cause waviness (e.g. honeycomb or
fish bone patterns). In principle, these effects occur to
varying degrees in almost all awning fabrics. Creases and
folds do not detract from the value and usability of an
awning. Awnings and conservatory awnings are sun
protection devices which should be retracted when it is
raining or windy. Wet fabric creases more easily and as

far as possible should only be retracted after drying out
(please take care in strong winds and avoid pooling).
Depending on the colour of the ordered frame, we
supply all small parts as well as crank handles and gear
boxes for systems with crank mechanisms in black
(similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016) or
grey (similar to weinor 7319).
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Your weinor approved distributor will be pleased to advise you:

Awnings     Patio roofs     Glasoasen®

